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qcDIGE: quality control for DIGE

Abstract
Two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis is a powerful technique 
enabling simultaneous visualization of relatively large portions of 
the proteome. The emergence of 3 different dyes for labeling 
allows pooling up to 3 samples in one gel. Gel to gel variation are 
typically taken into account by using the pool of all the samples as 
one sample on each gel. Minimal labeling insures a four decades 
linear dynamic range. Therefore two-dimensional difference gel 
electrophoresis (DIGE) enables multiple protein extracts to be 
separated on the same 2D gel and accurately quantitated. This 
technology is thus complementary to transcriptome. Some trials 
showed us that DIGE is not straightforward and that data analysis 
need experienced knowledge to be correctly used. As pointed out 
by recent studies, data need to be renormalized and analyzed in 
different ways in which packages for transcriptome could be 
valuable, although some method re-use are questionable
Here we describe some critical points and helping tools we set up 
in order to keep only good quality data up to the analysis stage and 
to remove (or flag) outliers. Typical experimental work flow consists 
of protein extraction, sample labeling, gel migration, image 
acquisition, spot quantitation, ratio analysis. One of the three 
protein extract is the pool of all extracts, allowing gel to be 
compared and normalized.

Conclusions
Before quantitation, images need to be inspected: a first report gives an overlook of the gel quality 
showing each chanel with histogram and a false color image; another report allows one to compare 
pool images. Then, prior to analysis, computed spot volume ratio to pool are reported on scatter plots, 
and dye-swap labeling could also be checked. Finally prior to spot identification (using MS for example) 
or further time (and money) consuming technics, selected spot need to be reviewed: a spot by spot 
report of gel images and volume ratios allows one to be confident in its analysis or to detect missed 
problems (gel matching...). Finally validated MS identifications are automatically annotated in order to 
ease interpretation. Quantitation are currently carried out with GE Decyder and exported as XML files. 
An marray-like package permits to read parsed XML and set up objects needed for BioConductor 
analyses, bringing up the power of transcriptome packages. A TMEV export will be also available. 
Reports are available as HTML documents, easily viewable and sharable.
These tools are R, Perl and ImageJ scripts and can be easily adapted to other DIGE software. They 
could be also used to tune Decyder and compare experimental set up or software.

 http://icim.marseille.inserm.fr/proteomics

GelBrowser module displays all the channels of a gel at once, along with the dynamical range
Display of all the standards in one page allows to estimate the overall quality of the experiment1
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Decyder quantitation results are exported in XML
then converted to text file by use of a dedicated Perl script
A specific R library loads this data into a BioConductor object
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GelPlot module displays all the channels of a gel 
at once, as scatter plot of the spot volumes
Display of all the standards in one page allows to
quantitate the overall quality of the experiment
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BioConductor offers a large palette of validated statistical 
methods for expirement analysis
MeV allows one a quick and graphical data analysis 
and spot selection
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Validated MS identifications are further annotated automatically
using a customizable template allowing many information to be retrieved at once5

SpotReview module allows to
display each selected spot
along with its standard and
characteristics
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